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Mini Cooper

The team that designed the Mini

was remarkably small: as well as

Issigonis, there was Jack Daniels

(who had worked with him on the

Morris Minor), Chris Kingham (who

had been with him at Alvis), two

engineering students and four

draughtsmen. Together, by

October 1957, they had designed

and built the original prototype,

which was affectionately named

"The Orange Box" because of its

colour.

The Mini is a small economy car that was made by the British Motor Corporation (BMC) and its successors from 1959 until

2000. The original is considered a British icon of the 1960s, and its space-saving front-wheel drive layout — allowing 80%

of the area of the car's floorpan to be used for passengers and luggage — influenced a generation of car makers. The

vehicle is in some ways considered the British equivalent to its German contemporary the Volkswagen Beetle, which

enjoyed similar popularity in North America. In 1999 the Mini was voted the second most influential car of the 20th century,

behind the Ford Model T.

Designed by Alec Issigonis; 1957
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British Red Telephone Box

The red telephone box, a telephone kiosk for a public telephone

designed by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, is a familiar sight on the

streets of the United Kingdom, Malta, Bermuda and Gibraltar,

and despite a reduction in their numbers in recent years, red

boxes can still be seen in many places and in current or former

British colonies around the world. The colour red was chosen to

make them easy to spot.

Designed by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott; 1924

The first standard public telephone kiosk introduced by the

United Kingdom Post Office was produced in concrete in 1920

and was designated K1 (Kiosk No.1). This design was not of the

same family as the familiar red telephone boxes. Very few

remarkable examples remain. One shining example is located in

Trinity market in Kingston-upon-Hull where it is still in use today.

The red telephone box was the result of a competition in 1924 to

design a kiosk that would be acceptable to the London

Metropolitan Boroughs which had hitherto resisted the Post

Office's effort to erect K1 kiosks on their streets. The boxes were

the same idea as the police boxes.
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Coca Cola Bottle

Earl R. Dean's

original 1915

concept drawing

of the contour

Coca-Cola bottle

The prototype

never made it to

production

since its middle

diameter was

larger than its

base, making it

unstable on

conveyor belts.

The equally famous Coca-Cola bottle, called the "contour bottle"

within the company, but known to some as the "hobble skirt"

bottle, was created by bottle designer Earl R. Dean. In 1915, the

Coca-Cola Company launched a competition among its bottle

suppliers to create a new bottle for their beverage that would

distinguish it from other beverage bottles, "a bottle which a

person could recognize even if they felt it in the dark, and so

shaped that, even if broken, a person could tell at a glance what

it was."

Dean was inspired by a picture of the gourd-shaped cocoa pod

in the Encyclopædia Britannica. He made a rough sketch of the

pod and transformed the shape of the pod into a bottle. The

bottle design was patented in November 1915.

The prototype never made it to production since its middle

diameter was larger than its base, making it unstable on

conveyor belts. Dean resolved this issue by decreasing the

bottle's middle diameter.

Today, the contour Coca-Cola bottle is one of the most

recognized packages on the planet..."even in the dark!".

Designed by Earl R Dean; 1915
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London Underground Tube Map

Today, the Tube map bears the legend, "This diagram is an

evolution of the original design conceived in 1931 by Harry Beck"

in the lower right-hand corner.

The first diagrammatic map of London's rapid transit network was

designed by Harry Beck in 1931. Beck was a London Underground

employee who realised that because the railway ran mostly

underground, the physical locations of the stations were irrelevant to

the traveller wanting to know how to get to one station from another —

only the topology of the railway mattered.

What is now a single network of lines controlled by a single organisation began as a

collection of independent underground railway companies that constructed lines in the

19th and early 20th centuries. These companies published route maps of their own

services but did not, generally, co-operate in advertising their services collectively. Early

maps were based on standard geographic city maps indicating the directions of lines and

locations of station, overlaid on geographic features and main roads.

The first combined map was published in 1908 by the Underground Electric Railways

Company of London (UERL) in conjunction with four other underground railway

companies using the "Underground" brand as part of a common advertising initiative.

Designed by Harry Beck; 1931
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Angle Poise Lamp

Designed by George Carwardine; 1932

Carwardine was a car designer and was, at the time he invented the

Anglepoise lamp, a freelance design consultant specialising in vehicle

suspensionsystems. While developing new concepts for vehicle

suspensions, he created a mechanism which he recognised had

applications in other fields. He particularly saw its benefits for a task lamp.

Despite many claims to the contrary, his concept had nothing whatsoever

to do with mimicking the actions of the human arm. The joints and spring

tension allow the lamp to be moved into a wide range of positions which it

will maintain without being clamped.

Carwardine applied for a patent, number 404,615, for a lamp design using the

mechanism on 4 July 1932, and manufactured the lamp himself in the workshops of

his own company, Cardine Accessories, in Bath, England. He soon found the interest

and demand so great that he needed a major expansion or partner and, on 22

February 1934, entered into a licensing agreement with the Terry Spring Company

in Redditch, England. Terry's manufactured and marketed the lamp, while

Carwardine continued to develop the concept, producing a number of other versions

and applications (for example, for supporting microphones). The original four-spring

design was made for working environments, such as workshops and doctors' and

dentists' surgeries, but he also designed a three-spring version for use in the home

(patented on 10 February 1934, patent number 433,617).
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i Pod

iPod is a line of portable media players created and marketed by Apple Inc..

The product line-up consists of the hard drive-based iPod classic, the

touchscreen iPod touch, the compact iPod nano and the ultra-compact iPod

shuffle. iPod classic models store media on an internal hard drive, while all

other models use flash memory to enable their smaller size (the

discontinued mini used a Microdrive miniature hard drive). As with many other

digital music players, iPods can serve as external data storage devices.

Storage capacity varies by model, ranging from 2 GB for the iPod shuffle to

160 GB for the iPod classic. The iPod line was announced by Apple on October

23, 2001, and released on November 10, 2001.

All of the models have been redesigned multiple times since their introduction. 

The most recent iPod redesigns were introduced on September 1, 2010. 

Apple's iTunes software can be used to transfer music to the devices from 

computers using certain versions of Apple Macintosh and Microsoft Windows 

operating systems. For users who choose not to use iTunes or whose 

computers cannot run iTunes, several open source alternatives are available 

for the iPod.
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Volkswagen Beetle

Designed by Ferdinand Porsche; 1933

The Volkswagen Beetle, officially called the Volkswagen Type 1 (or informally the Volkswagen Bug), is an economy

car produced by the German auto maker Volkswagen (VW) from 1938 until 2003. With over 21 million manufactured in

an air-cooled, rear-engined, rear-wheel drive configuration, the Beetle is the longest-running and most-manufactured car of

a single design platform anywhere in the world.

In 1933, Adolf Hitler gave the order to Ferdinand Porsche to develop a Volkswagen (literally, "people's car" in German,

pronounced [ˈfɔlksvaːɡən]). The epithet Volks- literally, "people's-" had been previously applied to other Nazi sponsored

consumer goods such as the Volksempfänger ("people's radio"). Hitler required a basic vehicle capable of transporting two

adults and three children at 100 km/h (62 mph). The "People's Car" would be available to citizens of the Third Reich through a

savings scheme, or Sparkarte (savings booklet), at 990 Reichsmark, about the price of a small motorcycle (an average income

being around 32RM a week).
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Volkswagen Split Screen Van

Designed by Ben Pon; 1947

The concept for the Type 2 is credited to Dutch Volkswagen importer Ben Pon. (It has similarities in concept to the

1920s Rumpler Tropfenwagen and 1930s Dymaxion car by Buckminster Fuller, neither of which reached production.) Pon

visited Wolfsburg in 1946, intending to purchase Type 1s for import to Holland, where he saw an improvised parts-mover and

realized something better was possible using the stock Type 1 pan. He first sketched the van in a doodle dated April 23,

1947, proposing a payload of 690 kg (1,500 lb) and placing the driver at the very front. Production would have to wait,

however, as the factory was at capacity producing the Type 1.

The Volkswagen Type 2, known officially as

the Transporter or Kombi (campers, short for

Kombinationskraftwagen) and informally as the Bus(US)

or Camper (UK), is a panel van introduced in 1950 by

German automaker Volkswagen as its second car

model – following and initially deriving from Volkswagen's

first model, the Type 1 (Beetle), it was given the factory

designation Type 2.
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E Type Jaguar

Designed by Jaguar; 1961

On its release Enzo Ferrari called it "The most

beautiful car ever made".

The Series 1 was introduced, initially for export only,

in March 1961. The domestic market launch came

four months later in July 1961.

From the sleek XK120 two-seater and Mark 1 saloon to the sexy E-Type sportscar, JAGUAR designed and built many

of the best-loved British cars of the mid-20th century. The flair of its dynamic founder William Lyons made the Jaguar

marque synonymous with seductively designed and sharply priced cars.

When Jaguar Cars prepared to unveil its new sports car at the 1961 Geneva Motor Show, the founder, Sir William

Lyons (1901-1985), insisted that an early production model was driven there all the way from the Coventry factory. The

new E-Type only just got to Geneva in time. The suspense ensured that Jaguar’s sexy new sports car was a media

sensation even before it was unveiled.

The E-Type was typical. With the promise of a top speed

of 150mph (with a fair wind) and a price tag of £2,097 for

a roadster – half the price of an Aston Martin – Jaguar

billed it as Britain’s affordable answer to a flashy Italian

Ferrari.
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Concorde

Designed by British Aircraft 

Aviation & Aerospatiale; 1969

One of the best-loved engineering design projects of the 20th century, CONCORDE (1976-2003) is a rare example of

successful international collaboration. Its Anglo-French designers produced the world’s first supersonic commercial passenger

aircraft which at its fastest flew from New York to London in less than three hours.

When the British government established the Supersonic Transport Aircraft Committee in 1956 to explore the possibility of

developing the world’s first passenger aircraft able to fly faster than the speed of sound, it could take as long as eighteen hours

for a commercial jet to fly from London to New York.

It was to take nearly twenty years for the committee’s work to culminate

in the first commercial flight of a supersonic aircraft, but the subsequent

performance of that jet, Concorde, exceeded even the most optimistic

expectations. Routinely flying faster than twice the speed of sound,

Concorde sported a take-off speed of 250 mph (400 kmph) and a

cruising speed of 1,350 mph (2,160 kmph) at an altitude of up to 60,000

feet, twice the height of Mount Everest. At its fastest on 7 February

1996, Concorde flew from New York to London in just 2 hours, 52

minutes and 59 seconds, less than a sixth of the time that the same

journey would have taken by air in 1956.

Hailed for its beauty as well as its speed, Concorde seemed to belong

less to the modern world than to the future. During 27 years of

commercial service from 1976 to 2003, it became one of the best-loved

engineering design projects of the 20th century. An exemplar of

technological excellence, Concorde struck such a strong emotional

chord with the public that children cheered whenever they spotted it in

the sky.
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Fender Stratocaster

Designed by Leo Fender; 1954

The Fender Stratocaster is an electric guitar. Designed by Leo Fender, George Fullerton, and Freddie

Tavares in 1954, it has been manufactured continuously by the Fender Musical Instruments Corporation

to the present. It is a double-cutaway guitar, with an extended top horn for balance. Along with the Les

Paul, it is the most popular electric guitar. Although "Stratocaster" and "Strat" are trademark terms

belonging to the Fender, the term "Strat" is often applied to any guitar with the same general features as

the original regardless of manufacturer.

Originally the Stratocaster was offered in a 2-color sunburst finish on a solid, deeply contoured

ash body, a 21-fret one-piece maple neck with black dot inlays and Kluson tuning heads. In 1956

Fender began issuing solid Stratocasters with alder bodies. In 1960 the available custom colors

were standardized, many of which were automobile lacquer colors from Dupont available at an

additional 5% cost. The unique single-ply, 8-screw hole white pickguard allowed all electronic

components——except the recessed jack plate——to be attached to it for easy assembly.

Despite subsequent Stratocaster models (including copies) vintage Fender models are highly

valued by collectors for their investment potential and players who prefer the timbre of older

models.

Among the genres the Stratocaster has been used for—besides Country, the genre Leo

Fender intended it to be for—it has played a large role in rock, pop, soul, rhythm and blues as

well as blues and jazz.
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Polaroid Camera

Designed by Edwin Land; 1948

The instant camera is a type of camera that generates a

developed film image. The most popular types to use self-

developing film were formerly made by Polaroid Corporation.

The invention of modern instant cameras is generally credited to

American scientist Edwin Land, who unveiled the first commercial

instant camera, the Land Camera, in 1948, a year after unveiling

instant film in New York City. The earliest instant camera, which

consisted of a camera and portable darkroom in a single

compartment, was invented in 1923 by Samuel Shlafrock.

In February 2008, Polaroid announced it would discontinue

production of film, shut down three factories and lay off 450

workers. Sales of chemical film by all makers have dropped by at

least 25% per year in the first decade of the 21st century, and the

decline is likely to accelerate. Fujifilm is now the only remaining

supplier of instant film in the United States. However, in October

2009, Polaroid announced it would bring back its classic instant

film cameras, after announcing the year before that production

was to be stopped.
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Bakelite Telephone

Rotary Dial Designed by Almon Brown Strowger; 1891

Dr. Baekeland had originally set out to find a replacement for shellac (made from the excretion of lac beetles). Chemists had

begun to recognize that many natural resins and fibres were polymers, and Baekeland investigated the reactions of phenol

and formaldehyde. He first produced a soluble phenol-formaldehyde shellac called "Novolak" that never became a market

success, then turned to developing a binder for asbestos which, at that time, was moulded with rubber. By controlling the

pressure and temperature applied to phenol and formaldehyde, he found in 1905 he could produce his dreamed-of hard

mouldable material (the world's first synthetic plastic): bakelite. He announced his invention at a meeting of the American

Chemical Society on February 5, 1909.

Bakelite is an early plastic. It is a thermosetting phenol formaldehyde resin, formed from an elimination

reaction of phenol with formaldehyde. It was developed in 1907 by Belgian chemist Leo Baekeland.

In the early 20th Century, it was found in myriad applications

including saxophone mouthpieces, whistles, cameras, solid-body electric

guitars, telephonehousings and handsets, early machine guns, pistol

grips, and appliance casings. The thermosetting phenolic resin was at

one point considered for the manufacture of coins, due to a shortage of

traditional material. In 1943, Bakelite and other non-metal materials were

tested for usage as a penny in the US before the Mint settled on zinc

coated steel.

The rotary dial was invented by Almon Brown Strowger in 1891. There

were numerous competing inventions, and 26 patents of dials, push-

buttons, and similar mechanisms for signalling were issued prior to

1891.
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Alessi Whistling Kettle

Designed by Michael Graves; 1985

Alessi is a kitchen utensil company from Italy. They design everyday items from plastic and stainless steel.

Founded in 1921 to produce crafted products in metal for eating and drinking, by Giovanni Alessi.

Looking at it it's hard to believe that it was designed in

1985! It's been one of the greatest icons of modern design

ever since. It comes with iconic bird-shaped whistle, that

has made it recognisable among other stove top kettles. It

fits the range of Alessi products, designed by Michael

Graves. Alessi Bird Whistle Kettle suits any kitchen,

beginning with simple and ending with the most modern

designs. The kettle is suitable for all types of hobs. It's

capacity is suitable for every day needs of an average user.

Both bird-shaped whistle and lid are replaceable. The metal

handle is covered with a polyamide protective coating

remains cool after boiling and assures comfortable grip.

Polished stainless steel makes it stain resistant and very

easy to clean. If you're looking for a kettle that not only does

what it's meant to do but also plays a vital decorative role in

your kitchen, this kettle is made for you. It comes with three

colour trims: cream/ivory, black and blue, so that it can fit

any kitchen colour scheme.
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Red Blue Chair

Designed by Gerrit Rietveld; 1917

The Red Blue Chair is a chair designed in 1917 by Gerrit Rietveld. It represents one of the first

explorations by the De Stijl art movement in three dimensions. The original chair was

constructed of unstained beech wood and was not painted until the early 1920s. Fellow member

of De Stijl and architect, Bart van der Leck, saw his original model and suggested that he add

bright colours. He built the new model of thinner wood and painted it entirely black with areas of

primary colours attributed to De Stijl movement. The effect of this colour scheme made the chair

seem to almost disappear against the black walls and floor of the Schröder house where it was

placed. The areas of colour appeared to float, giving it an almost transparent structure.

The Museum of Modern Art, which houses the chair in its

permanent collection, a gift from Philip Johnson, states that the red,

blue and yellow colours were added around 1923. The chair also

resides at the High Museum of Art, Atlanta. It features

several Rietveld joints.

The Red and Blue Chair was reported to be on loan to the Delft

University of Technology Faculty of Architecture as part of an

exhibition. On May 13, 2008, a fire destroyed the entire building,

but the Red and Blue Chair was saved by fire fighters.
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Barcelona Chair

Designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; 1929

The Barcelona chair was exclusively designed for the German Pavilion, that country's

entry for the International Exposition of 1929, which was hosted by Barcelona, Spain. The

design resulted from collaboration between the famous Bauhaus architect Ludwig Mies van

der Rohe and his longtime partner and companion, architect and designer Lilly Reich,

whose contributions have only recently been acknowledged. An icon of modernism, the

chair's design was inspired by the campaign and folding chairs of ancient times.

The frame was initially designed to be bolted together, but

was redesigned in 1950 using stainless steel, which

allowed the frame to be formed by a seamless piece of

metal, giving it a smoother appearance. Bovine leather

replaced the ivory-coloured pigskin which was used for

the original pieces.

The functional design and elements of it that were

patented by Mies in Germany, Spain and the United

States in the 1930s have since expired. The Barcelona

chair was manufactured in the US and Europe in limited

production from the 1930s to the 1950s.
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W W Stool

Designed by Philippe Starck; 1990

As one of the most dynamic furniture designers of the

1980s and 1990s, Philippe Starck (1949-) developed

dozens of chairs to be put into volume production by

different manufacturers, yet he also executed

experimental projects by designing conceptual pieces.

Starck described them as “surrealist or Dada objects”

intended to liberate the user “from the humdrum reality

of everyday life". Among them was the W.W. stool,

which was originally designed by Starck as part of a

fantasy workspace for the German film director Wim

Wenders and named after him. The only object in the

room to go into production, this stool seems to ignore

all functional constraints by barely providing a surface

to be sat on.
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Dyson DC07 Vacuum Cleaner

Designed by James Dyson; 1984

Dyson Ltd is a British technology company, founded in 1992 by Sir James Dyson,

which designs and manufactures vacuum cleaners, hand dryers,bladeless

fans and heaters.

In 1974 Dyson bought a Hoover Junior vacuum cleaner. The Hoover became

clogged quickly and lost suction over time. Frustrated, James emptied the bag to try

to restore the suction but this had no effect. On opening the bag to investigate, he

noticed a layer of dust inside, clogging the fine material mesh and preventing the

machine working properly. The machine only worked well with a fresh bag, it lost

suction over time. He resolved to develop a better vacuum cleaner that worked

more efficiently.

During a visit to a local sawmill, Dyson noticed how the sawdust was removed from

the air by large industrial cyclones. He hypothesised the same principle might work,

on a smaller scale, in a vacuum cleaner. He removed the bag from the Hoover

Junior and fitted it with a cardboard cyclone. On cleaning the room with it, he found

it picked up more than his bag machine. This was the first vacuum cleaner without a

bag.

Dyson developed 5,127 prototype designs between 1979 and 1984. The first

prototype vacuum cleaner, a red and blue machine brought James little success, as

he struggled to find a licensee for his machine in the UK and America.

Manufacturing companies like Hoover didn’t want to license the design, probably

because the vacuum bag market was worth $500m so the Dyson was a threat to

their profits.
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Moka Express

Designed by Luigi De Ponti ; 1933

The moka pot, also known as caffettiera ("coffee maker"

in Italian language), macchinetta del caffè (literally "small

coffee machine" in Italian language) or "Italian coffee pot", is

a stove top coffee maker which produces coffee by passing

hot water pressurized by steam through ground coffee. It was

first patented by inventor Luigi De Ponti for Alfonso Bialetti in

1933. Bialetti Industrie continues to produce the same model

under the name "Moka Express".

The moka pot is most commonly used in Europe, but also

in Latin American countries. It has become an iconic design,

displayed in modern industrial art museums such as

the Museum of Modern Art, the Cooper–Hewitt, National

Design Museum, the Design Museum, and the London

Science Museum. Moka pots come in different sizes, from

one to eighteen 50 ml cups. The original design and many

current models are made from aluminium with bakelite

handles.
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Ford Model T

There were several cars produced or prototyped by Henry

Ford from the founding of the company in 1903 until the Model

T came along. Although he started with the Model A, there

were not 19 production models (A through T); some were only

prototypes.

Designed by Childe Harold Wills ; 1933

Designed by Childe Harold Wills; 1908 The Ford Model T (known as the Tin Lizzie) was produced by Henry Ford's Ford

Motor Company from September 1908 to October 1927. It is generally regarded as the first affordable automobile, the car

that opened travel to the common middle-class American; some of this was because of Ford's innovations,

including assembly line production instead of individual hand crafting. The Ford Model T was named the world's most

influential car of the 20th century in an international poll.

The Model T set 1908 as the historic year that the automobile became popular. The first production Model T was produced

on August 12, 1908 and left the factory on September 27, 1908, at the Piquette Plant in Detroit, Michigan. On May 26, 1927,

Henry Ford watched the 15 millionth Model T Ford roll off the assembly line at his factory in Highland Park, Michigan.

Henry Ford said of the vehicle:

"I will build a car for the great multitude. It will be large enough

for the family, but small enough for the individual to run and

care for. It will be constructed of the best materials, by the

best men to be hired, after the simplest designs that modern

engineering can devise. But it will be so low in price that no

man making a good salary will be unable to own one – and

enjoy with his family the blessing of hours of pleasure in God's

great open spaces."
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Swiss Army Knife

The Swiss Army knife (French: Couteau suisse, German: Schweizer Offiziersmesser: "Swiss officer's knife", Italian: Coltellino

svizzero) is a brand of pocket knife or multi-tool manufactured by Victorinox AG and Wenger SA. The term "Swiss Army knife"

was coined by US soldiers after World War II due to the difficulty they had in pronouncing the German name.

The Swiss Army knife generally has a blade as well as various

tools, such as screwdrivers and can openers. These

attachments are stowed inside the handle of the knife through a

pivot point mechanism. The handle is usually red, and features

a Victorinox or Wenger "cross" logo or, for military issue knives,

the coat of arms of Switzerland.

Originating in Ibach, Switzerland, the Swiss Army knife was first

produced in 1891 after the company Karl Elsener, which later

became Victorinox, won the contract to produce the Swiss

Army's Modell 1890 knife from the previous German

manufacturer. In 1893 the Swiss cutlery company Paul Boéchat

& Cie, which later became Wenger, received its first contract

from the Swiss military to produce model 1890 knives; the two

companies split the contract for provision of the knives from

1908 until Victorinox acquired Wenger in 2005.

The design of the knife and its flexibility have both led to

recognition worldwide.
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Citroen 2CV

The Citroën 2CV (French: “deux chevaux” i.e. “deux chevaux-vapeur [fiscaux]”, literally “two tax horsepower”) was an

economy car produced by the French car manufacturer Citroën between 1948 and 1990. It was technologically advanced and

innovative, but with uncompromisingly utilitarian unconventional looks, and deceptively simple Bauhaus inspired bodywork,

that belied the sheer quality of its underlying engineering. It was designed to move the French peasantry on from horses and

carts. It is considered one of Citroën's most iconic cars. In 1953 Autocar in a technical review of the car wrote of "the

extraordinary ingenuity of this design, which is undoubtedly the most original since the Model T Ford". It was described by

CAR magazine journalist and author LJK Setright as "the most intelligent application of minimalism ever to succeed as a car".

It was designed for low cost, simplicity of use, versatility, reliability, and off-road driving. For this it had a light, easily

serviceable engine, extremely soft long travel suspension (with height adjustment by lengthening/shortening of tie rods), high

ground clearance, and for oversized loads a car-wide canvas sunroof, which (until 1955) also covered the boot.

During a production run of 42 years between 1948 and 1990,

3,872,583 2CVs were produced, plus 1,246,306 Fourgonnettes

(small 2CV delivery vans),
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Routemaster Bus

The AEC Routemaster is a double-decker bus built by Associated Equipment Company (AEC) in 1954 (in production from 1958)

until 1968. Front-engined buses generally with rear platforms, a small number were produced with doors and/or front entrances.

Introduced by London Transport in 1956, the Routemaster saw continuous service in London until 2005, and remains on two

heritage routes in central London.

The Routemaster was developed by AEC in partnership with London Transport, the customer for nearly all new Routemasters,

although small numbers were also delivered to the airline British European Airways (BEA) and the Northern General Transport

Company. 2,876 Routemasters were built, with approximately 1,000 still in existence.

A pioneering design, the Routemaster outlasted several of its

replacement types in London, survived the privatisation of the former

London Transport bus operators and was used by other operators

around the UK. In modern UK public transport bus operation, the old-

fashioned features of the standard Routemaster were both praised and

criticised. The open platform, while exposed to the elements, allowed

boarding and alighting away from stops; and the presence of a conductor

allowed minimal boarding time and optimal security, but with greater

labour costs.

The Routemaster became one of London's most famous symbols, with

much tourist paraphernalia continuing to bear Routemaster imagery, and

with examples still in existence around the world. Despite the retirement

of the original version, the Routemaster has retained iconic status, and in

the late 2000s work began on an updated version, which entered service

in February 2012.
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Harley Davidson Motorbike

Designed by William S. Harley & Arthur Davidson; 1903

Harley-Davidson Inc (formerly HDI), often abbreviated H-D or Harley, is an American motorcycle manufacturer. Founded in

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, during the first decade of the 20th century, it was one of two major American motorcycle manufacturers

to survive the Great Depression. Harley-Davidson also survived a period of poor quality control and competition from Japanese

manufacturers.

In 1901, William S. Harley, age 22, drew up plans for a small engine with a displacement of 7.07 cubic inches (116 cc) and

four-inch (102 mm) flywheels. The engine was designed for use in a regular pedal-bicycle frame. Over the next two years,

Harley and his childhood friend Arthur Davidson labored on their motor-bicycle using the northside Milwaukee machine shop at

the home of their friend, Henry Melk. It was finished in 1903 with the help of Arthur's brother, Walter Davidson. Upon

completion, the boys found their power-cycle unable to conquer Milwaukee's modest hills without pedal assistance. Will Harley

and the Davidsons quickly wrote off their first motor-bicycle as a valuable learning experiment.

Work immediately began on a new and improved second-

generation machine. This first "real" Harley-Davidson motorcycle

had a bigger engine of 24.74 cubic inches (405 cc) with 9.75

inches (25 cm) flywheels weighing 28 lb (13 kg). The machine's

advanced loop-frame pattern was similar to the 1903 Milwaukee

Merkel motorcycle (designed by Joseph Merkel, later of Flying

Merkel fame). The bigger engine and loop-frame design took it

out of the motorized-bicycle category and would help define what

a modern motorcycle should contain in the years to come. The

boys also received help with their bigger engine from outboard

motor pioneer Ole Evinrude, who was then building gas engines

of his own design for automotive use on Milwaukee's Lake

Street.
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Vespa

Designed by 

Corradino D’Ascinio; 

1945

Most scooter enthusiasts know the story of Piaggio developing the Vespa after World War II as a means of affordable transportation to aid

in the re-construction of war torn Italy. The industrial history of the Piaggio Company actually began sixty years earlier in 1884 when they

started making interiors, cabinets and fine woodwork for luxury liners and other sailing ships.

Twenty years later the building of the Italian railroad was becoming a booming industry. The Piaggio Company diversified from

woodworking to metal work. In 1908, they started producing a variety of railway cars and streetcars. Detailed, of course, with the same

luxury interiors they had designed and produced for ships.

In 1924, they branched out even further, adding an aeronautical division to their company. It was located in Pontedera. To aid the efforts

of World War I they produced entire aircraft including engines.

It was during that time that Enrico Piaggio and aeronautical engineer Corradino D’Ascanio, the two men who would later be responsible for

developing the Vespa motor scooter, joined the company. Piaggio was in the forefront of airplane and engine development with many

technical achievements to their credit. Did you know that D’Ascanio, that the man who designed the first Vespa, designed the first

successful hovering helicopter in 1930?
Such innovations ended during WW II when the Pontedera factory was demolished

by allied bombing. Recovery from this devastation was the driving force that led to

the invention of the Vespa!

The first prototype MP5 (Moto Piaggio 5), developed in 1945, became known as the

Paperino (Donald Duck). The design did not pass muster with Enrico Piaggio. He

directed D”Ascanio to design a innovative vehicle for transportation based on

aeronautical concepts. The resulting MP6 was labeled by Enrico as the Vespa

because it looked to him like a wasp (vespa in Italian). The aerodynamics and

monocoque (integrated) body were straight from airplane design. The front

suspension was designed after the trailing link rear wheel of an airplane’s landing

gear. The wheels were mounted on one side of the fork and engine to make it easier

to change flat tires. The gears where shifted by twisting the grip where the clutch was

located. All of these design innovations were firsts in the field of two-wheel

transportation.

That design led to a new direction for the Piaggio Company in 1946, and to the mass

production Vespa scooters. It is a design and mechanical icon that has captured the

imagination of people around the world for fifty-seven years!
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Cadillac Coupe de Ville

The name "De Ville" is from the French de la ville or de ville meaning "of the town". In French coach building parlance, a coupé

de ville, from the French couper (to cut) and ville (town or city), refers to a town car that is "cut" by a division between the

passenger and driver compartments.

The first Cadillac "Coupe de Ville" was shown during the 1949 Autorama. It was built on a Cadillac Sixty Special chassis and

featured a dummy air-scoop, chrome trim around front wheel openings, and a one-piece windshield and rear glass. The interior

was black and trimmed in gray leather, including the headliner, to match the roof color. It was equipped with a telephone in the

glove compartment, a vanity case and a secretarial pad in the rear armrest, power windows and highly decorative chrome

interior trim. The prototype "Coupe de Ville" was used by GM President Charles E. Wilson until 1957 when he presented it to his

secretary. At some time during this period it acquired a dark Vicodec roof. The prototype "Coupe de Ville" was still in use as of

1976.

The Cadillac Series 62 Coupe de Ville was introduced late in the

1949 model year.[3][4] Along with the Buick Roadmaster Riviera,

and the Oldsmobile 98 Holiday, it was among the first pillarless

hardtop coupes ever produced.[3][4] At $3,496 it was only a dollar

less than the Series 62 convertible, and like the convertible, it

came with power windows standard. It was luxuriously trimmed,

with leather upholstery and chrome 'bows' in the headliner to

simulate the ribs of a convertible top.[3][4] In its first year the

Series 62 Coupe de Ville only sold 2,150 units.[3][4] But 1950

sales more than doubled to 4507, and in 1951 sales more than

doubled again to 10,241 exceeding the sales for the Series 62

Club Coupe that year.[3][4] Also, in 1951, Coupe de Ville chrome

script appeared on the rear roof pillar for the first time, to further

distinguish it from the Series 62 Club Coupe.[3][4]
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Porsche 356

Designed by Ferdinand Porsche; 1948

The Porsche 356 was the company's first production automobile. It was a lightweight and nimble-handling rear-engine rear-

wheel-drive 2-door sports car available in hardtop coupe and open configurations. It is estimated approximately half of the

total production of 76,000 356s still survive.

Prior to World War II Porsche designed and built three Type 64 cars for a 1939 Berlin to Rome race that was cancelled. In

1948 the mid-engine, tubular chassis 356 prototype called "No. 1" was completed. This led to some debate as to the "first"

Porsche automobile, but the 356 is considered by Porsche to be its first production model.[1][2]

The 356 was created by Ferdinand Porsche, founder of the

company. Like its cousin, the Volkswagen Beetle (which

Ferdinand Porsche Senior had designed), the 356 was a four-

cylinder, air-cooled, rear-engine, rear-wheel-drive car utilizing

unitized pan and body construction. While the 356's body was an

original design by Porsche employee Erwin Komenda, its

mechanicals (including engine, suspension and chassis) were

derived from the Volkswagen. The first 356 was road certified in

Austria on June 8, 1948, and used many Volkswagen parts for

manufacturing economy. Quickly though, Porsche re-engineered

and refined the car with a focus on performance. By the late '50s

many fewer parts were shared between Volkswagen and

Porsche. The early 356 automobile bodies produced at Gmünd

were handcrafted in aluminum, but when production moved to

Zuffenhausen, Germany in 1950, models produced there were

steel-bodied.

Increasing success with its racing and road cars brought Porsche orders for over 10,000 units in 1964, and by the time 356

production ended in 1965 approximately 76,000 had been produced.
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Penguin Book Covers

Designed by Edward Young

Penguin Books is a publisher founded in 1935 by Sir Allen Lane. Penguin revolutionised publishing in the 1930s through its

high quality, inexpensive paperbacks, sold through Woolworths and other high street stores for sixpence. Penguin's success

demonstrated that large audiences existed for serious books. Penguin also had a significant impact on public debate in Britain,

through its books on politics, the arts, and science. Penguin Books is now the flagship imprint of the worldwide Penguin Group

and is owned by Pearson PLC.
From the outset, design was essential to the success of the Penguin brand. Eschewing the

illustrated gaudiness of other paperback publishers, Penguin opted for the simple

appearance of three horizontal bands, the upper and lower of which were colour coded

according to which series the title belonged to; this is sometimes referred to as the

horizontal grid. In the central white panel, the author and title were printed in Gill Sans and

in the upper band was a cartouche with the legend "Penguin Books". The initial design was

created by the then twenty-one-year-old office junior Edward Young, who also drew the first

version of the Penguin logo. Series such as Penguin Specials and The Penguin

Shakespeare had individual designs (by 1937 only S1 and B1-B18 had been published).

The colour schemes included: orange and white for general fiction, green and white for

crime fiction, cerise and white for travel and adventure, dark blue and white for biographies,

yellow and white for miscellaneous, red and white for drama; and the rarer purple and white

for essays and belles lettres and grey and white for world affairs. Lane actively resisted the

introduction of cover images for several years. Some recent publications of literature from

that time have duplicated the original look.

From 1937 and on, the headquarters of Penguin Books was at Harmondsworth north of

London and so it remained until the 1990s when a merge with Viking involved the head

office moving into London (27 Wrights Lane, W8 5TZ).
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Juicy Saliff

Designed by Philippe Starck; 1990

Not all squeezers are meant to actually squeeze. Perhaps the most famous

example of this is the Juicy Salif, designed by Philippe Starck in 1990. It is

considered an icon of industrial design that has been displayed in New

York's Museum of Modern Art. It is manufactured by Italian kitchenware

company Alessi. Its diameter is 14 cm, height 29 cm, and it is made from cast

and polished aluminium. As the founder of the company Alberto Alessi recalls

"I received a napkin from Starck, on it among some incomprehensible marks

(tomato sauce, in all likelihood) there were some sketches. Sketches of

squid. They started on the left, and as they worked their way over to the right,

they took on the unmistakable shape of what was to become the juicy salif.

While eating a dish of squid and squeezing a lemon over it, Starck drew on

the napkin his famous lemon squeezer."

For the tenth anniversary of its launch, 10,000 were individually numbered

and gold plated. There has also been a grey/black (Anthracite) coloured

version of which 47,000 un-numbered examples were produced between

1991 and 2004. Both now are collectors items, though an urban

legend perpetuates that the anthracite version is rarer than the gold plated

version.

The gold plated version was described as an ornament because the citric

acid in a lemon discolors and erodes the gold plating. Starck even said his

squeezer was, "not meant to squeeze lemons" but "to start conversations".
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Dig for Victory Posters

Designed by Henri Kay Henrion

Henri Kay Henrion (1914–1990), was a German graphic designer.

After leaving school he went to Paris, and worked in textile

design sweatshop before studying with poster designer Paul Colin. In 1936 he

moved instead to England, to work in poster design. He designed a Modern

Architectural Research (MARS) Group of architects. During Second World

War he was interned as an alien but subsequently worked for the Ministry of

Information designing posters for campaigns like Dig for Victory, Aid the

Wounded, and Grow More Food.

After the war he became art director at Contact Books and also designed two of

the pavilions for the Festival of Britain. Subsequently he worked in the then

emerging field of corporate identity - ensuring that a company’s visual identity is

consistent throughout every medium it uses to communicate with the public. His

clients included British European Airways, KLM, The National Theatre, and

the Post Office

Henrion lectured at the Royal College of Art from 1955 to 1965 and was head of

Visual Communication at the London College of Printing from 1976 to 1976.

Henrion was a member of the Artists' International Association, the Society of

Industrial Artists and Designers (later the Chartered Society of Designers), and

the Council of Industrial Design; in 1952 he became one of the earliest members

of Alliance Graphique Internationale, in which designers from all over the world

could meet and share ideas.

He was elected a Royal Designer for Industry in 1959, and was

appointed MBE in 1951, OBE in 1985.
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Ekco AD 65 Radio

Designed by Wells Coates; 1932

Wells Coates was a Canadian trained architect who came to

London in the early 1920’s and became one of the pioneers for

British Modernism.

He designed important buildings in the new architectural style and

it was inevitable that he would attract the attention of

manufacturers like E.K. Cole who wanted to modernize their

industry. Wells’s wireless Receiving Set AD 65 was the result of

a design competition held in 1932 by Eric K. Cole to produce the

ideal plastic radio. Wells Coates’ winning design was produced,

with variations, from 1934 until 1946 and became a best seller for

the company. It was a radical departure from traditional forms and

materials of radio cabinet construction. The AD 65 had a

distinctive circular cabinet of moulded brown Bakelite made to fit

a circular speaker. The shape was reiterated in the controls and

arc of the channel display and gave the radio an entirely novel

form that also reduced the tooling costs. A less expensive and

more popular ‘walnut look’ version of the AD 65 was also

available.
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Candlestick Telephone GPO 150

The candlestick telephone was one of the most common designs in the early

decades of the twentieth century and became the international standard

table telephone.

One development which had a lasting impact on telephone design was the

evolution of plastics. Telephone manufacturers looked for a material from

which telephone components could be made easily and cheaply. In the

1920’s improvements in chemical engineering and moulding techniques

made Bakelite, from which the 150 is made. The major disadvantage of the

candlestick was the fact that the mouthpiece was fixed onto the base,

forcing the user either to crouch near to the telephone or hold both parts,

one in each hand. Improvements in transmitter design, through electronic

amplification, did not come until the late 1920’s after research by engineers

commissioned by the American Bell Company.

Initially calls could only be made through the operator but the introduction of

the dial, for which space was made on the base, enabled the caller t make

connections automatically. The shape proved extremely popular and lasted

for many years. It is still marketed as a reproduction piece.
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Nokia 9000 Communicator

Designed by Nokia in-house design team; 1996

The Finnish Nokia company has developed the

latest range of personal telephone

communications, which represent an important

step towards miniaturization.

The Nokia 9000 Communicator allows the user

to carry around a whole series of facilities. It

combines digital voice, data services and

personal organiser functions into a pocket-sized

and easy to use unit. The communicator

features an impressive list of applications,

including telephone, fax, e-mail, internet

browser, personal organiser, messaging

terminal, calendar and calculator. It has an infra-

red PC and printer connection and has an eight

megabyte memory.
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Brionvega RR126 Stereo Hi-Fi

Designed by Achille  and 

Pier Castiglioni; 1965 - 66

Originally radio manufacturers, Brionvega went

on to produce televisions and hi-fi equipment.

They employed a series of well known Italian

designers to transform their products.

The Castiglionis’ stereo was a

radical concept in the hi-fi market

that fitted with the dominant style

of the mid-1960’s; its bold forms

and colours lending a dynamic

image to the product. The RR126

Stereo is a free-standing mobile

unit which has speakers that can

be stacked up on top to form a

box, or folded out into a horizontal

arrangement.
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Brionvega Algol 

Television

The Brionvega Algol TV is a design

classic designed by Richard

Sapper and Marco Zanuso in the 1960s

has has proved to be one of Brionvega‘s

more successful products. The company

was founded in Milan in 1945 by Giuseppe

Brion and specialized in manufacturing

televisions. Brion’s televisions used

cutting-edge technology and advanced

manufacturing techniques. Many of

Brionvega’s products have become

collector’s items and are often exhibited in

design museums around the world. Part of

the permanent collection at the Museum of

Modern Art (MoMA) in New York.
Designed by 

Marco Zanuso & Richard Sapper; 

1964
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Sony Walkman

Designed by Sony Design Centre; 

1978

Sony chairman Akio Morita is said to have

conceived this portable stereophonic cassette

player whilst playing tennis, imagining a

lightweight , easy-to-carry device for listening to

music at any time. The Sony Walkman represents

key changes in the 1970’s and 1980’s consumer

markets. One of the first personalized products,

both fashion accessory and functional object, the

concept used existing technologies in an

innovative and revolutionary way with new styling.

With about fifty million sales, the Walkman has

seen many versions, such as the model shown

here. It continues to evolve in line with social and

fashion trends and the need for individual

customization.
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Sinclair ZX81 Computer

Designed by Sinclair Research; 1981

The ZX81 was a home computer produced by Sinclair Research and manufactured in Scotland by Timex Corporation. It was

launched in the United Kingdom in March 1981 as the successor to Sinclair's ZX80 and was designed to be a low-cost

introduction to home computing for the general public. It was hugely successful and more than 1.5 million units were sold

before it was eventually discontinued. The ZX81 found commercial success in many other countries, notably the United

States, where Timex manufactured and distributed it under licence. Timex later produced its own versions of the ZX81 for the

US market – the Timex Sinclair 1000 and Timex Sinclair 1500. Unauthorised clones of the ZX81 were produced in a number

of countries.

The ZX81 was designed to be small, simple, and above all

cheap, using as few components as possible to keep the cost

down. Video output was to a television set rather than a

dedicated monitor. Programs and data were loaded and saved

onto audio tape cassettes. It had only four silicon chips on

board and a mere 1 kB of memory. The machine had no

moving parts – not even a power switch – and used a touch-

sensitive membrane keyboard for manual input. The ZX81's

limitations prompted the emergence of a flourishing market in

third-party peripherals to improve its capabilities. Such

limitations, however, achieved Sinclair's objective of keeping

the cost of the machine as low as possible. Its distinctive

design won awards in the UK and abroad.
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TS 502 Radio

Designed by 

Marco Zanuso & Richard Sapper; 

1964

Brionvega was established as a radio manufacturer in 1945 and began producing television

sets in the early 1960’s. The design team of Marco Zanuso and his Bavarian-born design

partner Richard Sapper worked regularly with Brionvega, as did Mario Bellini and Achille

Castiglioni, other stars in the Italian design firmament. When closed, the TS 502 forms an

anonymous box that conceals the function. It is a natural partner to the ST/201 television set,

also designed by Zanuso and Sapper for Brionvega.
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Beogram 4000 Turntable

Designed by Jakob Jensen; 1973

In 1944 Bang and Olufsen launched the

revolutionary Grand Prix 44 RG, a compact

cabinet incorporating a record player and a

radio. In 1968 the Danish designer, Jakob

Jensen, was placed in charge of Bang and

Olufsen’s hi-fi design programme. His vision

for the company was simplicity and elegance

– timeless products notable for their logicality

and technical precision. Jensen’s

anonymous and discreet styling for Bang and

Olufsen has come to define the aesthetics of

high quality contemporary sound systems.

Using state of the art technology with its

precision components and electronic

tangential arm., the Beogram was a rare

example of a product from a European

electronics company capable of holding its

own in an industry dominated by the new

Japanese companies. Bang and Olufsen

continue to produce audio-visual equipment

to high professional standards for the

domestic market.
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Sony Portable TV 80 301

Designed by Sony Design Centre; 1959

The post war US occupation of Japan had tremendous influence on the country’s reconstruction. New

Japanese industries concentrated on capital-intensive goods such as radios, TV’s and cars. One of the best

known company’s to represent this economic recovery was the Sony Corporation. In the 1950’s Sony bought

the manufacturing rights to a new American invention, the transistor, and in 1955 produced its first radio. This

was followed in 1959 by the first solid state television receiver with a 46 centimetre screen and weighed 6

kilograms.

Sony’s product development has been guided by

technological innovation, supreme quality control and sound

business management. It played a major role in establishing

the profile the Japanese electronics industry that would

dominate global markets. Unlike Western companies,

Japanese companies have tended to use in-house

anonymous design teams for product development rather

than outside designers. The Sony team is responsible for all

aspects of the company’s products and their corporate

identity, expressed through packaging and promotion.
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Kodak Brownie 127

Designed by Kodak; 1959

The Kodak Company was founded in

1881 by George Eastman Kodak. His

products pioneered the simplification of

photography, as suggested by Kodak’s

advertising slogan; “You press the button,

we do the rest”. Kodak is the worlds

largest photographic organisation. It

designed and manufactured hundreds of

cameras during the last century. This post

war model has the rounded contours that

were popular in Walter Darwin Teague’s

series of popular cameras designed in the

1930’s, the best known of which was the

Bantam special of 1936. This made it

appear old-fashioned even when it was

new. Several million were nonetheless

sold.
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Marilyn Sofa 

Designed by Studio 65; 1970

The Marilyn Sofa was designed by Studio 65 in 1970. The chair was named after Marilyn

Monroe and pays homage to Salvado Dali's earlier 'Mae West' sofa of 1936 and, as such,

can be seen as an early example of Redesign. With its anti-establishment connotations,

Surrealism was highly influential to the 1960s and 1970s Anti-Design movement.

Inspiration for this quintessential Pop design may also have come from Andy Warhol's

collection of silk screens.
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Olympus Trip 35

Designed by Olympus Design Team; 1968

The Olympus Trip 35 was designed in 1968

and was in continuous production until

1988, selling over ten million units and

making it one of the most successful

cameras of the twentieth century. Tha

camera was designed as a 35mm version

of the Olympus range and combined high

quality technical performance with a more

affordable price. Aesthetically, the camera

broke new ground, by wrapping the light

meter cells ingeniously around the lens. It

was simple and easy to use, compact in

size so that it was easy to carry. Olympus

has continued its commitment to

innovation. One of its more recent

cameras, the 1993 Olympus Zoom, with

distinctive sculptural contours, was the

lightest 35mm camera on the market at that

time.
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IBM Typewriter 72

Designed by Eliot Noyes; 1963

Design in 1963, IBM’s golf ball typewriter

revolutionised the 1960’s office. For the first time

a single machine offered interchangeable

typefaces, carbon ribbon, electric drive, a small

footprint and a weight of only 14 kilograms. Its

success was due to a nickel-plated plastic type,

positioned by a mechanism so that each stroke

tilted and rotated to bring the required character

to the front, before striking it against the ribbon

and moving it on a space. Later variants gave an

even greater quality of print. The international

Business Machine Corporation (IBM) operated a

clearly defined design policy in the 1950s under

the new direction of Eliot Noyes. With an eye on

the work of Italian rivals Olivetti, in particular

products designed by Nizzoli, the 1972

represented not only a technical breakthrough

but the expression of sophisticated sculptural

form.
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Apple iMac

Designed by Jonathon Ive; 1996

In 1999, Apple took the world of product design by

storm with the iMac, which is now recognised to be

one of the most important products at the end of the

century. It has redefined the way computers are

perceived, coming in a range of fashionable colours

and using a sexy aesthetic far removed from previous

computer styling.

The design team is headed by Jonathon Ives, a

British designer based in California. Ives is also a vice

president of the corporation, reinforcing the

importance of the place of design within the company.

The success of the i-Mac has been overwhelming, the

reaction to it has been so pervasive from its sales

figures to the number of websites that are dedicated

to the product. Ives’s objective was to try and create a

computer that was functional and at the same time

fun and easy to use. It fits neatly into both the home

and office environment, enriching the experience of

the user. A detailed approach to every aspect of the

product, from materials to the marketing, had made

the i-Mac a turning point in accessible design and

technology.
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Sinclair C5

Designed by Sir Clive Sinclair; 1985

The Sinclair Research C5 is a battery electric vehicle invented by Sir Clive Sinclair and launched by Sinclair Vehicles Ltd in the

United Kingdom on 10 January 1985. The vehicle is a battery-assisted tricycle steered by a handlebar beneath the driver's

knees. Powered operation is possible making it unnecessary for the driver to pedal. Its top speed of 15 miles per hour (24

km/h), is the fastest allowed in the UK without a driving licence. It sold for £399 plus £29 for delivery.

It became an object of media and popular ridicule during 1980s Britain and was a commercial disaster, selling only around

17,000 units, although according to Sinclair, it was "the best selling electric vehicle“ until November 2011 when the Nissan Leaf

had sold over 20,000 units.

Sir Clive Sinclair started to think about electric vehicles as a teenager,

and it was an idea he toyed with for decades. In the early 1970s

Sinclair Radionics was working on the project. Sinclair had Chris Curry

work on the electric motor. However, the company focus shifted to

calculators and no further work was done on vehicles until the late

1970s. Development began again in 1979 and progressed erratically

until, in 1983, it became apparent new legislation would alter the

market and make it possible to sell a vehicle closely resembling

development efforts.

As time went on, the Sinclair Research C5 development cost gradually

increased. In March 1983, Sinclair sold some of his shares in Sinclair

Research Ltd and raised £12 million to finance vehicle development. In

May a new company, Sinclair Vehicles Ltd, was formed out of Sinclair

Research and a development contract entered with Lotus to take the

C5 design to production. At the same time, the Hoover Company at

Merthyr Tydfil contracted to manufacture the C5. This, together with the

fact that the motors were made by Polymotor in Italy, started the urban

myth that the C5 was powered by a washing machine motor. In 1984,

Sinclair Vehicles Ltd set up head office at the University of Warwick

Science Park.
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Bicycle of the Future

Designed by Ben Bowden; 1946

Until the historian Paul Clarke researched his career, little

was known of Bowden. Trained as an engineer, in the 1930s

he was chief body engineer for Rootes, the British car

manufacturer. After the war he turned his attention to

bicycles, the design of which had remained almost

unchanged since the turn of the century. Bowden’s bicycle

abandoned tubular steel in favour of a hollow frame made

from alloy, a technique that soon became the industry

standard for mopeds and scooters. It was intended to be

electrically assisted with a rechargeable battery shaft drive

rather than a chain drive. When the bicycle was shown to

the public in 1946 its new technology and radical shape –

according to Bowden, inspired by the bows of the great

ocean liner, the Queen Mary – created a sensation.

In 1946, London’s Victoria and Albert Museum reopened after the war with a design exhibition – “Britain Can Make It”.

Attracting thousands of visitors, one of its most successful features was Designs of the Future, a stand which included a

futuristic kitchen, an air conditioned bed and Ben Bowden’s Bicycle of the Future.

Bowden’s bicycle was never put into production. He moved to the USA in the 1950s and in the following decade he produced

small quantities of his design, renamed the Spacelander. The bike quickly became something of legend, avidly sought by

specialist collectors.
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Eames Lounge Chair and Ottoman 670

Designed by Charles  and Ray Eames; 1956

Widely acknowledged as one of the most important and influential designs of the 20th Century, the Eames Lounge Chair and

Ottoman effortlessly ooze status, style and laid-back comfort. Correctly titled the Eames Lounge (671) and Ottoman (672), this

ultra-stylish and exceptionally comfortable furniture set was introduced to a rapturous reception in 1956 after undergoing years

of design and development by Charles and Ray Eames. It has been in production ever since by Hermann Miller with whom the

Eameses closely collaborated. Indeed, a truly enduring testament to its iconic stature.

The New York Museum of Modern Art sealed the

reputation of the Eames Lounge Chair & Ottoman as

the most iconic of all modern chair sets by installing

them as part of the museums permanent collection. The

pair have also been on permanent display for decades

at the Art Institute of Chicago.

The Eames Lounge Chair (Eames Lounger) made its

debut public appearance on the Arlene Francis ‘Home’

show aired on the NBC network in 1956. Since then it

has continued to feature on both television and film,

gracing the apartment of Frazier Crane in the popular

sitcom Frazier and starring in numerous films and

commercials.
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Chaise Longue

Designed by Le Corbusier, Pierre Jeanneret & Charlotte Perriand; 1928

During the mid to late 1920s, some of the most talented European architects, including Marcel Breuer and Ludwig Mies van der

Rohe, produced chair designs in tubular steel and leather that remain some of the classic pieces of twentieth century furniture.

Perhaps the greatest and most enduring piece of

Modernist furniture produced at this time is the

chaise longue designed in 1928 by a previously

little-known French designer called Charlotte

Perriand. When she approached the prominent

architect Le Corbusier with her portfolio, she was

told that “we don’t sew cushions here!”. Her

desire to make her mark within the masculine

world of architecture was rewarded when she

was eventually employed by Le Corbusier to

design items of furniture for the villas he was

building.

The feet of the chair mimic the profile of an

aeroplane wing and establish the piece as an

icon of the “machine age”.

Perriands’ designs were first manufactured by

Thonet and later by the Swiss company Embru.

The chaise longue remains in production today in

a modified form by Cassina.
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Hill House Chair

Designed by Charles Rennie Mackintosh; 

1902

Charles Rennie Mackintosh (1868 – 1928) was a Scottish architect, designer,

watercolourist and artist. He was a designer in the Arts and Crafts movement and

also the main representative of Art Nouveau in the United Kingdom. He had a

considerable influence on European design. He was born in Glasgow and he died

in London.

The narrow Hill House Chair was meant by Charles Rennie Mackintosh to be a

decoration, and not a functional piece of furniture. Mackintosh designed Hill House

for the publisher Walter Blackie between 1902 and 1904, the chair still resides at

Hill House in Helensburgh, Scotland. The Hill House Chair is constructed of

ashwood. Black or a walnut finish is available. The seat is leather or fabric.

Mackintosh was also a skilled interior designer, painter and decorator who was

renown for his inventive interpretation of Art Nouveau. His "Spook School" did not

gain immediate notoriety due to his unconformity to the standards of French and

Belgium Art Nouveau. Slowly Mackintosh gained appreciation by the populous

throughout Europe, as well as his contemporaries of Art Nouveau whom he thought

were excessive in their decorative style. His participation in such landmark events

such as the 1902 exhibit of Modern Decorative Arts in Turin and the 1931 Exhibition

of the Vienna Secession School solidified his place in the history of design.
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Super Lamp

Designed by Martine Bedin; 1981

Martine Bedin's (b.1957) formed part of

the Italian design group ‘Memphis’.

Bedin’s contributions to Memphis were

primarily in the area of lighting and

graphic design. Born and raised in

Bordeaux (where she was a friend of

Memphis colleague Nathalie du

Pasquier), Bedin moved to Florence in

1978 to study architecture with Adolfo

Natalini of Superstudio. In 1979 she

contributed an installation entitled La

Casa Decorata to the Milan Furniture fair,

and she met Ettore Sottsass Jr. the

following year, leading to an invitation to

join Memphis; she also introduced du

Pasquier to the group. Among Bedin's

contributions to Memphis in its first year

(1981) was this iconic Super lamp. This

version is the initial prototype and was

shown at the first Memphis exhibition at

the gallery, Arc 74 in 1981.
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Lazy Fish Corkscrew

However, sheer practicality alone is not the marque of great design. The Lazy Fish looks good and its aesthetic features are

all practical features. The jaws of the head open to direct the screw into the right position. The eye is a rivet to stop the user

pushing the screw too far into the cork. The body is formed by the ingenious collection of levers. The tail is the handle.

Corkscrew design is similar to that of the mousetrap. For hundreds of years, man has wracked his brain in search of easier and

more humane ways of getting the job done. On more than one occasion, pain and heartache have resulted from the end

product, which is one of the reasons why people love the Lazy Fish Corkscrew. It is a pleasure to use, but it also looks good

The origins of the Lazy Fish go back to 1888, when

the lever mechanism was patented as the ‘lazy tong’.

However, it was not until the 1920s that it was

incorporated into a corkscrew design, but

manufacturing costs at the time meant it was not a

viable commercial proposition until it was

rediscovered recently by those clever people at

Bacchanal, the producers of the famous La Cafetiere.

It requires none of the pulling and shoving needed in

the application of so many of its inferior brethren.

Admittedly, you do have to turn the device to twist the

screw into the cork, but the modicum of effort is more

than amply rewarded with what follows. To extract the

cork you gently pull the tail of the fish and, pleasure

of pleasures, the cork comes sliding out.
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Ron Arad Chair

Designed by Ron Arad; 1986-93

His early work used industrial materials and recycled parts,

notable the famous rover chair, which placed the car seat

into a tubular steel frame. His showroom attracted many

other designers with whom he collaborated or whose work

he sold, including glass furniture by Danny Lane and metal

furniture by Tom Dixon. Arad was therefore at the centre of

new and exciting developments in London.

Always an inventive maker, Arad worked extensively in his

metal workshop, welding large pieces together to make

installations and furniture. Here Arad has reduced the

traditional armchair to simple folded forms which challenge

the conventional idea of comfort and use. Unlike many of

his contemporaries in the 1980s, Arad made the significant

jump into the international arena. His work was profiled in

many leading museums, including the Pompidou Centre in

Paris, and his annual exhibitions at the Milan Furniture Fair

attracted a great deal of favourable attention. Leading

Italian manufacturers, including Driade, Vitra and

Poltonova, have commissioned him to design furniture for

limited production.

Born in Israel, Ron Arad moved to London in 1973, studied at the Architectural Association and in 1981 opened a furniture

shop in Covent Garden. Called “One Off”, the showroom became a significant part of the new British design wave of the

1980’s and established Arad as Britain’s most creative designer-maker.
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Sella

Designed by Achille Castiglioni; 1957

Without a doubt, Sella is one of the great icons of Italian design from

the 20th century. The stool’s design was coined by the brothers

Castiglioni, Achille and Pier Giacomo that created it in 1957. In its time

the chair was evaluated radical, which is why it only entered the serial

production in 1983 by the Italian premium manufacturer Zanotta.

Its elegance does nearly appear bizarre regarding its seat that is a

traditional racing bicycle seat. Placed on a pink lacquered steel rod

and ending in a robust cast-iron foot, a composition appears that

magically forms a harmonious and noble object.

Sella is considered an extreme design of the creative team together

with the Mezzadro stool that has a tractor seat as sitting area. With

Sella, the Castiglioni brothers prove their sense for converting

everyday objects into original designs.

Thereby the stool stands typically for the whole Zanotta collection that

displays the Italian design from the 20th century, and all of it until

today.
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Joe Chair

Designed by Jonhatan De Pas, Danato D’Urbino and Paolo Lomazzi; 1970

Exquisitely crafted in luxurious leather, the "Joe" 

Chair has a metal frame that is padded with 

preformed expanded polyurethane foam and 

circles the bases on 4 rolling casters. The size 

of a Loveseat or Big Chair, it seats 2 adults or 3 

children, measuring approximately 69" wide x 

43" deep x 35" high.

The Baltimore Orioles have them sitting in their 

corporate offices. Some Major League Baseball 

team owners and officers have them in their 

private offices. This is the ultimate luxury and 

yes, baseball aficionados, you too can watch 

your beloved baseball team in the comfort of a 

chair shaped like a baseball glove . . . in YOUR 

den . . . in YOUR home . . . in YOUR office.

The "Joe" Chair was designed by Italian architects and is still produced from the original moulds. Named for 

the famed New York Yankees centerfielder Joe DiMaggio, "Joe" was suggested by a client's off-hand remark 

that a chair "should fit like a glove." The "Joe" Chair is now considered a cult classic.
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Dr Martens Boots

Designed by Klaus Martens

Dr. Martens is a traditional British footwear brand, which also makes a range of accessories – shoe care products, clothing,

luggage, etc. In addition to Dr. Martens, they are known as Doctor Martens, Doc Martens, Docs or DMs. The footwear is

distinct because of its unique air-cushioned sole (dubbed Bouncing Soles) upper shape, welted construction and yellow

stitching. They are one of the most popular and well-known footwear brands in the world, and are iconic to the fashion industry.

Klaus Märtens was a doctor in the German army during World War II. While on leave in 1945, he injured his ankle

while skiing in the Bavarian Alps. He found that his standard-issue army boots were too uncomfortable on his injured foot.

While recuperating, he designed improvements to the boots, with soft leather and air-padded soles made of tyres. When the

war ended and some Germans looted valuables from their own cities, Märtens took leather from a cobbler's shop. With that

leather he made himself a pair of boots with air-cushioned soles.

Sales had grown so much by 1952 that they opened a factory in Munich. In 1959,

the company had grown large enough that Märtens and Funck looked at marketing

the footwear internationally. Almost immediately, British shoe manufacturer R.

Griggs Group Ltd. bought patent rights to manufacture the shoes in the United

Kingdom. Griggs anglicized the name, slightly re-shaped the heel to make them fit

better, added the trademark yellow stitching, and trademarked the soles as AirWair.

Märtens did not have much success selling his hoes until he met up with an old university friend, Dr. Herbert Funck, 

in Munich in 1947. Funck was intrigued by the new shoe design, and the two went into business that year in Seeshaupt, 

Germany, using discarded rubber from Luftwaffe airfields. The comfortable and durable soles were a big hit with housewives, 

with 80% of sales in the first decade going to women over the age of 40.
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